Abstract. In this paper we study the locus of generalized degree d Hénon maps in the parameter space Rat N d of degree d rational maps P N → P N modulo the conjugation action of SL N+1 . We show that Hénon maps are in the GIT unstable locus if N ≥ 3 or d ≥ 3, and that they are semistable, but not stable, in the remaining case of N = d = 2. We also give a general classification of all unstable maps in Rat 2 2 .
Introduction
When extending the theory of the dynamics of endomorphisms of P 2 to more general rational maps, a standard collection of maps to study are Hénon maps. These maps were originally studied in dimension 2, where they have the form (1) f P (x, y) = ay, bx + P (y) with a, b ∈ K * , P (y) ∈ K[y], deg P = d ≥ 2.
Hénon maps were the first maps shown to exhibit strange attractors in their real dynamics. They have also received considerable attention in the study of arithmetic and algebraic dynamics, since they share many properties with endomorphisms, including the height-boundeness of the set of preperiodic points [2, 9] , the existence of a canonical height [3, 4, 5, 7, 13] , and equidistribution of periodic points [6] .
Various authors have considered generalizations of classical Hénon maps to dimension greater than 2. For example, dynamics over R for maps of the form (2) f P (x 1 , . . . , x N ) = b 2 x 2 , b 3 x 3 , . . . , b N x N , b 1 x 1 + P (x N ) have attracted attention; see for exampe [1, 12, 15] . These papers concentrate mainly on real dynamics and quadratic maps. Our aim in this paper is to study stability properties, in the sense of geometric invariant theory, of quite general Hénon type maps, as given in the following definition. 
We denote the extension of f P to a birational map of P N bȳ
The set of Hénon maps sits inside the parameter space Rat
In studying dynamics, one looks at the quotient of this space by the natural conjugation action of SL N +1 on the maps parameterized by Rat N d . Geometric invariant theory (GIT) provides subsets of stable and semistable points in Rat n d for which the SL N +1 -quotient has a nice structure. For details of this standard construction, see for example [14] . It is known [8, 11] that all endomorphisms of P N are in the stable locus, but the full structure of the stable and semistable loci is complicated. It thus seems to be of interest to determine whether Hénon maps, which are such a good testing ground for many dynamical problems, are in these loci. Our main theorem provides an answer to this question. Theorem 1.2. Let N ≥ k ≥ 2 and d ≥ 2, and letf P : P N → P N be a degree d Hénon map defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 as described in Definition 1.1.
(
We briefly discuss why one might be interested in the stability properties of Hénon maps. Let K be an algebraically closed field. GIT says that the stable and semistable loci (Rat stab // SL N +1 has the property that two points 
then the induced map to M N d fills in with an equivalence class of semistable maps at 0, i.e., there is a morphism
It is thus of interest to understand the semistable maps in Rat For example, let d ≥ 2, and t ∈ A 1 (K), consider the family of maps
For t = 0, the mapf d,t is a morphism, so it is in (Rat 
but that if d ≥ 3, then the Hénon map f 0 is not a limiting value of f t . Roughly speaking, this says that for d = 2, one can study the Hénon map f 0 as a natural degeneration of the family (4) of morphisms f t , but that this is not the case for d ≥ 3.
We conclude this introduction with a summary of the steps that go into proving Theorem 1.2. We start in Section 2 by setting notation and stating the HilbertMumford numerical criterion for stability [10] . We use this criterion in Section 3 to show that Hénon maps are unstable if d ≥ 3 or k ≥ 3, and that they are not stable if d = k = 2. This leaves the problem of determining if Hénon maps are semistable or unstable when d = k = 2. Since we do not know how to do this directly, we follow a different path in the case N = d = k = 2. In Section 4 we show that all unstable maps in Rat 
, we let L act by conjugation on a rational map
], and we sum over multi-indices i := (i 1 , . . . , i N +1 ).) After a change of coordinates, we may take L to be diagonal, i.e., the matrix of L(α) is diagonal with entries α r1 , . . . , α rN+1 for some integers r i that sum to 0. Then the action takes the form
The Hilbert-Mumford numerical criterion for stability is then defined in terms of the following numerical invariant:
The Hilbert-Mumford criterion suggests if f has a small number of monomials, then f has a higher chance of being unstable. Thus Hénon maps, especially those of high degree or dimension, are likely to be unstable. Theorem 1.2 confirms this intuition.
Instability of Hénon maps
In this section we use the Hilbert-Mumford criterion to prove the first two parts of Theorem 1.2, which says that no Hénon map is stable and that most Hénon maps are unstable.
Proof of Theorem 1.2(a,b). We homogenize equation (3), using the new variable by x N +1 , to obtain a birational map
WritingP i (x) for the homogenization of P i (x), the birational mapf P : P N → P N has the form
We write I n to denote the n-by-n identity matrix. For integers r, s, t, not all 0 and satisfying
Explicitly, the action of L r,s,t on the monomials x 1 , . . . , x N +1 is given by
We compute the powers of α that appear in front of the monomials in
r,s,t . The results ae given in Table 1 .
In Table 1 , only line (IV), which deals with the monomials appearing in the polynomialsP k+1 , . . . ,P N +1 , needs some further explanation. For each k ≤ i ≤ N , the polynomial P i+1 is a polynomial in the variables x k , . . . , x i by definition, so in the homogenized polynomials inP i+1 , the monomials are of degree d in the variables x k , . . . , x i , x N +1 , i.e., they are monomials of the form
The 1-PS L r,s,t mutliplies each of x k , . . . , x i by α −s and multiplies x N +1 by α −t . The monmomials of the form (6) appear in the ith coordinate for some k ≤ i ≤ N , so conjugation off P by L r,s,t multiplies the monomial (6) by
Letting m denote the quantity e k + · · · + e i , we see that every monomial of everyP i inf P is multiplied by α (m−1)s+(d−m)t for some 0 ≤ m ≤ d. Table 1 . Exponents of α used in computing µ(f P , L r,s,t )
By definition of Hénon maps, we always have N ≥ k ≥ 2 and d ≥ 2. We set
so (r, s, t) satisfy (5) and are all strictly positive. It follows immediately that the exponent of α in lines I, II, III, and VI of Table 1 are strictly positive. For line IV, we observe that if 1 ≤ m ≤ d, then (m − 1)s + (d − m)t is a sum of two non-negative terms, at least one of which is positive, so the sum is positive. And for m = 0, using (7) shows that the exponent of α is
For line V, we use (7) and a little algebra to compute
Note that this is where we need to assume that
This completes the proof that
and hence by the numerical criterion thatf P is in the SL N +1 -unstable locus. Case 2: k = 2 and d = 2
In this case we take r = 1, s = 0, t = 1, which satisfy (5). The exponents of α in the six rows of Table 1 which by the numerical criterion shows thatf P is not stable.
Unstable quadratic affine morphisms on A 2
In Section 3 we showed that all Hénon maps are not stable, but we were not able to show that certain quadratic maps were actually unstable. There is a good reason for this, because at least for N = 2, they are semistable, a fact that we prove in this section. However, since we do not see how to show directly that these maps are semistable, we instead classify unstable quadratic maps on P 2 , and then we show that this classification precludes an unstable map from being a Hénon map.
Theorem 4.1. Let F : P 2 → P 2 be a rational map having the following properties:
• F is in the SL 3 -unstable locus of Rat (a) The map F factors through a non-constant linear projection to P 1 , i.e., there is a rational map π :
and a rational map G : P 1 → P 1 making the following diagram commute:
The second iterate of F satisfies deg(F 2 ) ≤ 2, so in particular, the map F is not algebraically stable in the sense of dynamical systems. Table 2 lists the exponents of α for the monomials of
is the smallest entry in the table whose monomial appears in F . Alternatively, our assumption that µ(F, L r,s ) > 0 means that every non-positive entry in Table 2 forces the corresponding monomial to not appear in F . Table 2 . The exponent of α on each monomial of
Case 1: r ≥ s 3 In general, if F : P N → P N is a dominant rational map, then F is said to be algebraically stable, in the sense of dynamics, if deg(F n ) = (deg F ) n for all n ≥ 1.
In this case we look at the x 2 , xy and xz columns and the y and z-coordinate rows in Table 2 . These six entries are
The fact that r, s > 0 immediately implies that four of the entries are negative. Further, the entry −2r + 2s is non-positive because we are in the case that r ≥ s, and the entry −3r + s is negative because we normalized L so that r ≥ s − r. It follows that the monomials x 2 , xy, and xz do not appear in the y and zcoordinates of F , so F has the form
Thus F factors over P 1 as in (8) with
Case 2: r < s We rewrite Table 2 , putting an × in the boxes whose entries are non-positive. The results are compiled in Table 3 . Table 3 . The exponent of α on each monomial of F L assuming 2r ≥ s > r > 0 Examining Table 3 , we see that F has the form F (x : y : z) = no x 2 or xy term
Hence [1, 0, 0] is in the indeterminacy locus of F , and F sends the entire line [u, v, 0] to the indeterminacy point [1, 0, 0] . It follows that we have a strict inequality deg(
2 . Indeed, since the first coordinate of F lacks both an x 2 and an xy term, we see by a direct calculation that deg(F 2 ) ≤ 2.
We now have the tools needed to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Corollary 4.2 (Theorem 1.2(c)). Letf P : P 2 → P 2 be a Hénon map of degree 2, i.e., there are scalars a, b ∈ K * and a polynomial P (y) ∈ K[x] of degree 2 such thatf P is the extension to P 2 of the affine automorphism
Thenf P is SL 3 -semistable.
Proof. To ease notation in the proof of Corollary 4.2, we write f andf for f P andf P . We assume thatf is SL 3 -unstable and derive a contradiction. This assumption and Theorem 4.1 imply that either deg(f 2 ) ≤ 2 orf is linearly fibered over P 1 . A direct calculation with (9) yields deg(f 2 ) = 4, so there is a non-constant linear projection π : P 2 → P 1 and a rational mapḡ : P 1 → P 1 satisfying π•f =ḡ •π, as illustrated by the commutative diagram (8) with F =f and G =ḡ.
For each t ∈ P 1 (K), we let
be the line lying over t, i.e., the Zariski closure of the inverse image of t. Then the semi-conjugation π •f =ḡ • π implies that
This suggests that we study the effect off on lines, as in the next result.
Lemma 4.3. Let ℓ ⊂ P 2 be a line. Then its image under the Hénon mapf is as follows:
an irreducible conic otherwise.
Proof. It is clear thatf sends {z = 0} to [0 : 1 : 0]. For all other lines, we work with the affine polynomial map f given by (9) . The image of the horizontal line ℓ = {y = B} is
Finally, every non-horizontal line has the form {x = λy + µ} for some λ, µ ∈ K. The image of this line is
which is an irreducible conic, since deg P = 2 by assumption. This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.3.
The fact that π is a linear projection implies that the lines ℓ t are distinct for distinct t. In particular, there is at most one t ∈ P 1 (K) with ℓ t = {z = 0}. If there is such a t, we denote it by t 0 , and we define a set of points
and if ℓ t = {z = 0} for all t, then we set T = ∅. We note that T is a finite set, sinceḡ : P 1 → P 1 is non-constant, and that our definition of T ensures that for all t ∈ P 1 (K) T , neither of the lines ℓ t and ℓḡ (t) is equal to the line {z = 0}. Let tP 1 (K) {t 0 }. Then ℓ t = {z = 0}, but (10) says thatf (ℓ t ) is contained in the line ℓḡ (t) , so Lemma 4.3 implies that ℓ t is a line of the form {y = Bz} and that its imagef (ℓ t ) is a line of the form x = Az. This proves:
(11) For all t ∈ P 1 (K) {t 0 } there exist A t , B t ∈ K such that ℓ t = {y = B t z} andf (ℓ t ) = ℓḡ (t) = {x = A t z}.
Nest suppose that t ∈ P 1 (K) \ T . Thenḡ(t) = t 0 , so we may apply the first formula in (11) with t replaced byḡ(t) to conclude that (12) ℓḡ (t) = {y = Bḡ (t) z} for all t / ∈ T .
Combining (11) , and (12), we find that for all t ∈ P 1 (K) T , we have {x = A t z} =f (ℓ t ) = ℓḡ (t) = {y = Bḡ (t) z}.
But a line of the form x = Az cannot equal a line of the form y = Bz. This contradication concludes the proof thatf is not unstable.
Remark 4.4. The proof of Corollary 4.2, which appears to be somewhat ad hoc, comes down to showing that a Hénon mapf P : P 2 → P 2 is not linearly fibered over P 1 . One might be tempted to exploit the fact thatf P is a birational map with critical locus Crit(f P ) = 3{z = 0}, and thatf P is the extension of P 2 of an affine automorphism f P : A 2 → A 2 . So it is instructive to keep in mind the affine automorphism φ : A 2 −→ A 2 , φ(x, y) = x, y + P (x) , and its extensionφ : P 2 → P 2 . The mapφ is unstable, satisfies Crit(φ) = 3{z = 0}, and is linearly fibered over P 1 by the map π(x : y : z) = [x : z].
